DATA PROTECTION
EFFORTS WITH SOCIALLY
BENEFICIAL USE CASES
Let’s fuel the digital economy with
critical, privacy-protected insights,
mitigating risks for consumers and
compliance hurdles for businesses.

Three Leading Providers of Data
Processing Platforms that Support
Responsible Data Sharing and Data Rights

Opaque Systems is the first confidential computing
platform that enables secure data sharing, multi-party
analytics, and machine learning on encrypted data at scale.
Their technology is built on their founding team’s research
and open-source software developed at UC Berkeley and
is being used by organizations worldwide.
Though modern companies and organizations hold vast
swaths of data, much of their contents are sensitive and
personally identifiable in nature. Without a secure and
unexposed method of data sharing and analytics,
companies are unable to maximize the potential of and
capitalize on their data. Opaque’s virtual platform directly
addresses and solves this problem by ensuring encryption
and security throughout the data sharing and analytics
process. Data holders can personally encrypt their
confidential data using Opaque before uploading the
encrypted data to the cloud. There, companies and
organizations can cross-reference data from other sources
and draw insights that would have previously been
unattainable. It is Opaque’s secure and multilateral
analytical functionality that allows data holders to
maximize their information insights while remaining
compliant with privacy statutes and regulations.
The product of cutting-edge research from the RISELab at
UC Berkeley, Opaque is composed of a team of leading
experts in the fields of secure computation and
cryptography. The team’s primary research focuses have
been centered on computing within hardware enclaves
and cryptographics. Their research has demonstrated that
both methods of computing have unique benefits and
drawbacks with regards to functionality and security.
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Opaque’s platform harnesses the benefits of both methods
in a synergetic cryptographic fortification system and is thus
able to ensure both privacy and security of data at rest, in
transit, and in use. Opaque’s technology is highly versatile
and has been applied in a wide range of industries in
socially beneficial uses.
Uses of Opaque spans across different sectors:
Financial sector: In a high-risk environment where $2 trillion
is estimated to be money laundered globally each year,
Opaque has the acute ability of predicting the probability of
money laundering activities to support financial activities in
the banking sector. Opaque has been deployed in the
financial sector to detect and address money laundering
schemes. These schemes often transfer money across
multiple financial institutions, crippling the ability to
holistically analyze moving financial assets. Opaque solves
this issue by enabling financial institutions to work
collaboratively with a mutually agreed upon, encrypted
data set on the cloud, which they can then individually use
under a specific set of parameters. Opaque then analyzes
the data before returning findings to the appropriate
institutions while protecting the data throughout the
process. It protects the confidentiality of each consumer’s
data and secures the system from hackers.
Healthcare: Opaque takes a similar approach in the
healthcare sector where the sensitive nature of the data and
the likelihood of data breaches, coupled with high
standards for regulating patient data via HIPAA, can prevent
widespread collaboration. Opaque’s solution can help
expand the bounds of healthcare research, by allowing the
responsible sharing of patient data across institutions and
for the purposes of clinical trials and research studies.
Using Opaque’s tool, healthcare institutions can preserve
patients’ privacy while simultaneously consolidating their
encrypted datasets. From there, researchers can
significantly improve and accelerate their research and
treatment development efforts.
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Telecommunications: Telecommunications networks
incorporate the data of individual network operators and
process billions of consumer data that is sensitive in nature.
This network data can contain proprietary information, such as
the operator’s network operations and/or consumer data and
end-user information.
Most network operators cannot combine their data and must
act individually, losing insights due to competitive and/or
legal concerns. Opaque’s Confidential Computing solution
enables multi-network operator models to be built, while
keeping the data secure and separate. While each operator
keeps its data in its individual environment that includes a
local model, Opaque’s platform allows for aggregated local
models across operators, turning the data into a new, robust
and real-time global model, which it then shares with each
network operator.
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Helios Data’s Secure Data Collaboration Platform solves “data
usage risk” by introducing rigorous and automated process
governance to data usage through its powerful but easy-touse stack of both proven and novel “Privacy Enhancing
Technologies” that enable companies to safely “Share Insights,
Not Data!”
“Share Insights, Not Data”
While many of the problems of “data at rest” have been solved
by data governance and compliance tools, the problems of
data sharing – secure data access plus “data-in-use”,
collectively “data usage risk” - are still unsolved and
existentially dangerous for companies that wish to use their
personal data assets for decision-making and monetization.
The potential for “in-use” breaches, Cambridge Analytica-style
diversions and misuse, unauthorized reuse, and postprocessing exfiltrations mean it is no longer safe or feasible to
“share” data, so Helios Data has innovated an alternative:
“Share Insights, Not Data”.
Helios Data’s Secure Data Collaboration Platform eliminates
data sharing by enabling data and processing partners to share
only the insights in a neutral, controlled, and closed
environment, with no risk to data or analytic/algorithm. The
Platform combines the power of three independent and
orthogonal technologies to provide comprehensive,
automated, and real-time protection and governance to every
stage of data usage and insight sharing whether for AI/ML, big
data modeling, or any other kind of business analytics. For
every analytic or algorithm, Helios Data combines the
confidentiality of a virtual secure enclave “lock box”, governs it
with the precision and power of digital contract technology,
and surveilles and controls it all automatically in real-time using
algorithmic process enforcement.
The result? Completely secure use of data with full analytical
flexibility and unlimited monetization of insights, all through
an easy-to-use business-friendly workflow. No data is shared,
only insights, and then only the insights as agreed-to between
the data and processing partners!
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Completely secure use of data with full analytical flexibility
and unlimited monetization of insights, all through an easy-touse business-friendly workflow. No data is shared, only
insights, and then only the insights agreed-to between the
data and processing partners!
Use Case
An Asian mobile telecom with 70-million subscribers and a
growing subscriber data-based digital marketing business
came to Helios Data in the run-up to a new personal data
mandate because the company couldn’t guarantee that the
data, however safe “at rest”, would be used safely by incompany and external marketing and fintech partners. Helios
Data’s Secure Data Collaboration Platform eliminated the
data usage risk by ensuring that the telecom’s data could still
power 3rd-party algorithms with no risk that the data could
ever be viewed or otherwise accessed or reverse-engineered
by partners. Rather than shut down, the telecom’s data
monetization activities have increased 20x, and it is opening
new business opportunities to safely use its subscriber data for
large-scale machine learning and other big data initiatives. The
telecom thought its business, like data sharing, was dead …
instead, with Helios Data, it could “Share Insights, Not Data!”
(Helios Data recently won the “Audience Favorite” award at the annual
LG Nova Innovation Festival. Thanks to Helios’ original design and
unique capabilities, it beat out flying cars, metaverse apps and play
tools, and gaming apps to win this prestigious award!)
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CYTRIO, a next generation data privacy compliance company,
believes privacy is a fundamental human right, and that
everybody should have control over their personal information
how it is collected, used, shared or stored. CYTRIO was
founded by a team with over 60 years of combined data,
privacy and security experience. Their mission is to deliver an
easy-to-use and easy-to-manage solution that will help their
clients reduce the time and cost of data privacy compliance.
CYTRIO offers a complete end-to-end data privacy
compliance platform to cover a wide range of regulations:
CCPA, CPRA, GDPR, CPA, CDPA, UDPA, CTDPA. We looked at
the market and saw similar companies offering multiple
solutions as bolt-ons to accomplish different requirements for
data privacy compliance, which increases the time and cost for
their clients to implement and manage. CYTRIO’s Data Privacy
Rights Management platform (DPRM) includes a suite of
automated tools: Data Mapping, Records of Processing
Activities, Data Protection Impact Assessments, and Data
Subject Access Requests (DSARs) Response Workflows at a
fraction of the cost and close to immediate time-to-value. The
approach has been utilized across sectors, with the most
prevalent being software, retail, marketing services,
transportation & logistics.
2022 has been an interesting year in the regulatory compliance
field. At the beginning of the year, companies were eager to
see more guidance on the anticipated California Privacy Rights
Act (CPRA) set to go into effect in January 2023. Additionally,
we saw Utah and Connecticut join Virginia and Colorado in
passing their own data privacy laws. Finally, Congress
introduced a federal data privacy law, The American Data
Privacy and Protection Act. All these regulations stress the
importance of providing consumers with their given rights
about their data. They all require companies to provide
mechanisms for consumers to make requests from a company
about what they are doing with their data.
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CYTRIO’s Data Privacy Rights Management platform helps
companies significantly reduce the amount of time and cost of
complying with CCPA (CPRA), GDPR and the other four state
data privacy laws. Clients have seen over an 80% cost-savings
by leveraging CYTRIO’s DPRM platform. Deploy in minutes,
automatically connect with data sources for data discovery,
securely share reports with consumers and provide extensive
reporting for audits. Gartner states that responding manually
to DSARs can cost an organization $1,406 per request and
take 8-10 hours to complete. Based on our proprietary
research of over 8,000 companies in the U.S., 89% of those
companies are either doing nothing to comply OR are using
manual processes. That means that about 7,120 companies are
spending more time and money than they need to comply. If
each of these companies only receives one request a year,
the cumulative sum would be over $10M.
Studies have shown that consumers are more likely to do
business and keep their business with organizations that are
transparent and strict about their data collection, processing,
and retention policies. From an economic standpoint, it makes
sense for organizations to prioritize data privacy, not only to
avoid regulatory enforcement, but also to continue to build
brand loyalty with their consumers. Therefore, CYTRIO fills a
gap in the marketplace to support automated DSARs, which
can save companies time and money and provide
transparency and accountability to customers.
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